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Adiabatic steering and determination of dephasing rates in double-dot qubits
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We propose a scheme to prepare arbitrary superpositions of quantum states in double quantum dots irradi-
ated by coherent microwave pulses. Solving the equations of motion for the dot-density matrix, we find that
dephasing rates for such superpositions can be quantitatively inferred from additional electron-current pulses
that appear due to a controllable breakdown of coherent population trapping in the dots.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One key point for the implementation of quantum log
gates in quantum dots is the preparation of arbitrary su
positionsuC f& of two ~or more! electron eigenstates. Suc
superpositions would constitute a qubit basis in an artific
semiconductor structure that can be coupled to the exte
world by leads and therefore be accessed by transport s
troscopy. Transport experiments have already success
revealed a number of quantum coherent effects due to s
potential coupling1–3 or coupling to microwave radiation4–6

in double quantum dots, and their use as qubits that are
trolled by gate voltages or magnetic fields has be
suggested7 recently. Unfortunately, at present there are
data at all for dephasing ratesg of superpositionsuC f& in
such systems. The knowledge ofg, in particular for lowest
eigenstate superpositions that are expected to be most s
is crucial to determine the feasibility of quantum-dot-bas
qubits and to choose the time scale for logic operati
needed for, e.g., quantum computation.8

In this article, we suggest a scheme todetermineg from
time-dependent transport measurements through cou
quantum dots. We show that it is indeed possible to prep
an arbitrary coherent superposition of ground states u
stimulated Raman adiabatic passage9 with two microwave
pulses irradiated on a double dot in the Coulomb block
regime. Solving the equations of motion for the dot-dens
matrix, it turns out that two subsequent pairs of microwa
pulses filter out the degree of decoherence in the form o
detectable electron-current peak, the strength of which
rectly depends ong.

Apart from conventional photon-assisted tunneling e
periments with single microwave sources, recenttwo-source
microwave techniques have turned out to be an extrem
versatile tool to investigate both ground and excited state
single dots.10 Furthermore, different groups11–13have already
identifiedthree-level systemsas potential candidates to esta
lish and control low-frequency coherence in solid-state str
tures.

II. ADIABATIC TRANSFER SCHEME

Our scheme to prepare and analyze superposition
based on previously discussed dark resonance states in la
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double dots14 that can be probed by linear and nonline
transport spectroscopy2,3,5: A left and a right dot are coupled
to external leads with chemical potentials such that electr
can tunnel out to the right only via an excited stateu0& in the
right dot and tunnel in from the left and the right only via th
two double-dot ground statesu1& and u2&, see Fig. 1. The
latter are the symmetric and antisymmetric superposition
the left and the right tunnel-coupled dot ground states for
additional electron. In the regime of weak coupling, this c
responds to ‘‘ionic’’ binding, while strong coupling can b
termed ‘‘covalent binding.’’ Microwave-induced ‘‘dark’’
stable superpositionsuc f& of u1& and u2& then constitute the
qubit and can be formed by adiabatic transfer as discusse
the following. In this work, we concentrate onL-type cou-
plings in coupledN-dot devices forN52 ~double dots, Fig.
1 left and center!. For multiple-dot devices withN.2 ~Fig. 1
right!, though more difficult to control, we expect even mo
possibilities to manipulate energy levels and the shape
wave functions.

We assume the dot initially prepared inu1&, which can be
easily achieved emptying levelu2& by driving the u2&↔u0&
transition with a microwave field. Once preparation of t
dot in u1& is achieved, the dot is set to a ground-state sup
position ofu1& andu2& by irradiation with two electric fields
of the form

Ei~ t !5EW i~ t !cos~v i t1w i !, i 51,2, ~1!

with microwave frequenciesv i of the order of the transition
frequenciesd« i /\ and slowly varying pulse-shaped amp

FIG. 1. L configuration~left!, three-level scheme in couple
two-dot system~center!, and lateral three-dot device in a GaA
AlGaAs heterostructure. The 1-mm mark gives a size scale for th
structure.
©2001 The American Physical Society19-1
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tudesEW i(t). The latter give rise to time-dependent matr
elementsVP(t)}uEW1(t)u and VS(t)}uEW2(t)u for the transi-
tions 0↔1 ~P! and 0↔2 ~S! that induce the adiabatic trans
fer of the qubit from the initial state to the desired superp
sition. Without loss of generality, we assume real R
frequencies15

VP~ t !5V0sinue2(t2t)2/T2
, ~2a!

VS~ t !5V0~e2t2/T2
1cosue2(t2t)2/T2

!. ~2b!

Here,t andT are the pulse delay and pulse duration, resp
tively. The precise Gaussian form of Eq.~2b! is not a strict
requirement for the process of adiabatic transfer and
been chosen only for convenience.

The Stokes microwave pulseS couplesu2& to u0&, before
a second pulse~the pump pulseP), partially overlapping
with S, couplesu1& to u0&.16,15 If the pulses terminate simul
taneously with a constant ratio of their amplitudes, the do
left in a superposition

uc f&5cosuu1&2sinuu2&, ~3!

where the mixing angleu is determined by the ratio with
which the pump and Stokes pulses terminate. The proce
robust against experimental details such as the delay betw
pulses or pulse areas. The only strict requirement is t
photon Raman resonancedR[d22d1 where d j5v j
2de j /\ is the one-photon detuning. The phase differen
w12w2 of the two electric fields is either 0 orp so that by
changinguEW1u and uEW2u one covers the whole range ofu val-
ues.

III. MODEL

A. Interaction Hamiltonian and density-matrix equations

We now investigate the preparation of superpositionsuc f&
and their stability with respect to dephasing numerically.
the dipole and rotating-wave approximation, as appropr
for near-resonant excitation, the time-dependent interac
Hamiltonian is

VAL~ t !52
\

2
@VP~ t !e2 ivPtu0&^1u1VS~ t !e2 ivStu0&^2u#

1H.c. ~4!

For simplicity, we assume identical tunneling ratesG for
tunneling of electrons intou1& and u2& and out ofu0&. The
double dot is assumed to be in the strong Coulomb block
regime where the charging energy is larger than the sin
particle excitation energy. Electron tunneling is one by o
and the system can effectively be described by its three s
0, 1, 2, and the empty statee before or after one additiona
electron has tunneled. The resulting density-matrix equat
are

ṙ1,15a1G0r0,01Gre,e12gr2,21Im@VP~ t !r̃1,0#, ~5a!
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ṙ2,25a2G0r0,01Gre,e22gr2,21Im@VS~ t !r̃2,0#, ~5b!

ṙ0,052~G1G0!r0,02Im@VP~ t !r̃1,0#2Im@VS~ t !r̃2,0#,
~5c!

ṙe,e522Gre,e1Gr0,0 ~5d!

ṙ̃1,052F1

2
~G1G0!1 idPG r̃1,01

i

2
VP~ t !~r0,02r1,1!

2
i

2
VS~ t !r̃1,2 , ~5e!

ṙ̃2,052F1

2
~G1G0!1 idSG r̃2,01

i

2
VS~ t !~r0,02r2,2!

2
i

2
VP~ t !r̃1,2* , ~5f!

ṙ̃1,252~g1 idR!r̃1,21
i

2
VP~ t !r̃0,22

i

2
VS~ t !r̃1,0,

~5g!

wherea1 anda2512a1 determine the branching ratio fo
the decay of the excited state with rateG0.

B. Parameters

Before discussing the numerical results, we address t
cal values of the parameters for lateral quantum dots
GaAs/AlxGa12xAs. Coulomb charging energies are of a fe
meV and set the largest energy scale so that states with m
than one additional transport electron can be neglected. T
cal excitation energiesd« i from the ground statesu i & ( i
51, 2) are of the order of a few hundredmeV, which cor-
responds to microwave frequencies up to the 100 GHz ran
The decay of the excited stateu0& then is due to acoustic
phonon emission at typical rates ofG0'109 s21.

Microwave experiments so far have been performed in
mode only, and we expect the pulse strengths to be diffi
to control. The latter determine, together with the two dipo
matrix elements for the transitionsu i &→u0&, the parameters
V0 andu, Eq. ~2!. Fortunately, control of the strength rati
VP /VS is sufficient for the scheme to work, apart from th
requirement to generate pulsed electric fieldsEi(t) in smooth
forms.

Recently, it has been suggested that the dephasing o
optical coherence for transitions in~electron and hole! quan-
tum dots is produced by elastic LO-phonon carr
collisions.17 In our case, such processes result in a mu
smaller dephasing for ground-state electron superposit
because the quasidegenerate states forming the super
tions experience a similar phase shift while scattering.

Instead, there is strong experimental3 and theoretical18

evidence that the spontaneous emission of acous
phonons is the most dominant process affecting ground-s
superpositionsuc f& based on the electron charge for su
Kelvin-regime temperatures. Microscopic coupling consta
that determine the dephasing rateg of the coherencer̃1,2,
9-2
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Eq. ~5g!, for the different dephasing channels~bulk and sur-
face acoustic phonons19! are difficult to calculate, in particu
lar, as there might be additional contributions from noneq
librium phonons induced by the microwave radiation itself20

A decisive advantage of coupled dots, however, is the
that g}Tc

2 can be tuned to values that are orders of mag
tude smaller thanG0 by varying the tunnel couplingTc be-
tween the dots.

Here, we do not pursue a microscopic approach to
dephasing rateg, but rather solve the dynamics of the dot f
giveng numerically. As we show now, this allows us to inf
the value ofg in a real experiment from another observab
quantity, i.e., the electric current, much similar to a rec
time-resolved experiment in a superconducting system21

Note that due to the Pauli blocking of the leads and
Coulomb blockade, electrons trapped in the coherent grou
state superposition cannot tunnel out of the dot and no
ond electron can tunnel in. This is why a coupling to exter
leads of the qubit does not introduce additional dephas
channels.14

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We now discuss our results from the numerical solut
of the equations of motion~5!. For ideal adiabatic evolution
and long-living ground-state superpositions (g50), the
pulses ~2! prepare the dot in the superpositionuc f&
5cosuu1&2sinuu2&, Eq. ~3!. For finiteg, the adiabatic steer
ing is disturbed and the superposition decays into a mixt

A. Single pair of pulses

We solved the density-matrix equations~5! and calculated
the fidelity of the preparation inuc f&,

F5^c f uruc f&, ~6!

as a function of the interaction time. Numerical results foF
for different values of the ground-state relaxation rateg are
reported in Fig. 2 together with a plot of the Rabi frequenc
of the pulses, as from Eq.~2b!. In all the numerical calcula-
tionsT5t5100/G0. This corresponds to a pulse of the ord
of 1/10 ms resulting in a frequency dispersion of the ord
of 10 MHz. Ground-state splittings larger than that are ea
achieved in quantum dots by an appropriate tuning via g
voltages, so that the assumption that each microwave
couples only one transition is fully justified. Furthermore, t
ground-state splitting has to be larger than the excited-s
width to avoid unwanted couplings.

In the absence of ground-state relaxation processes
evolution is analogous to what is known from atomic phy
ics: the interaction with the light leads to the preparation
the dot in the desired superposition of states. After the pu
sequence, the dot stays in this superposition. For small
nonzero relaxation rate (g50.001G0), one recognizes tha
the microwave driving still results in the preparation of t
dot in uc f&, but after the pulse sequence the fidelity degra
rapidly. For a larger relaxation rate (g.0.01G0), also the
driving into the superposition is disturbed and the prepa
03531
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tion in uc f& is never complete. Furthermore, there is a f
degradation of the fidelity after the pulse sequence.

We now show how to get access to the ground-state e
lution and tog by a current measurement. As shown in F
2, it is, in principle, possible to get an insight on the grou
state dynamics by monitoring the time-dependent elec
current through the dot,

I ~ t !52eG@r0,0~ t !2re,e~ t !#, ~7!

due to the flow of electrons with charge2e,0 through the
tunnel barrier connecting the dot into the right reservo
However, for small relaxation rates, the current through
dot is weak; note that the scale in Fig. 2 is blown up by
factor of 100 and that a current2eG/100 withG51029 s21

corresponds to 1.6 pA.

B. Double-pulse sequence

A more sensitive detection is obtained by letting the s
tem evolve freely and then applying the microwave radiat
once again. The two pulses that have been used for
preparation of the stateuc f& are then applied simultaneous
at a second timeDt.0 ~i.e., after the first pair of pulses!
with

VP~ t !5Vpsinu exp@2~ t2Dt !2/Tp
2#, ~8a!

VS~ t !5Vpcos~u1f!exp@2~ t2Dt !2/Tp
2# ~8b!

and the ratio of their amplitudes corresponding touc f& (f
50) or to its orthogonal state (f5p).

As shown in Fig. 3, ifg50 andf50, nothing happens
the dot stays in the stateuc f& and the subsequent applicatio
of the probe pulses does not produce any current through
dot. On the contrary, forf5p the probe pulses are in an

FIG. 2. Rabi frequencies, fidelity, and electric current as a fu
tion of the interaction time. Parameters of the calculations areV0

52G0, G5G0/3, u5p/3, a15a251/2.
9-3
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tiphase with the ground-state superposition and a large
rent follows. For a nonzero relaxation rateg, the superposi-
tion decays into a mixture on a time scale 1/g and therefore
the application of the probe pulses results in a curr
through the dot both forf50 and f5p. The larger the
relaxation rateg, the less sensitive is the current on the re
tive phasef of the probe pulses. Therefore, the contrast

C5
I max~f5p!2I max~f50!

I max~f5p!1I max~f50!
~9!

is a good measure of the ground-state relaxation rateg, as
shown in Fig. 4.

FIG. 3. Rabi frequencies and electric current as a function of
interaction time. Parameters of the calculations areVp50.5G0,
Tp51/G0, andDt5500/G0.
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The relaxation rateg thus can be extracted experimenta
in the following way: the dot is prepared inuc f& as described
and then probed at the instantDt by pulses with a relative
phasef50. The cycle preparation/probing is then repea
for f5p. Different measurements ofC in this way are made
for various choices ofDt. A plot of the contrastC as a
function of Dt then allows the determination ofg.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have shown that the time evolution
double dots in the regime of strong Coulomb blockade un
coherent microwave pulses provides a scheme that all
both preparation and analysis of eigenstate superposit
uc f&. A ‘‘read-out’’ current pulse provides the informatio
about the superposition dephasing rateg. In double dots it is
possible to fine tuneg by varying the interdot coupling by
gate voltages, and to prepareuc f& as a dark state that i
protected deeply below the Fermi seas of the contact re
voirs by the Pauli principle and the Coulomb-blockade
fect. This suggests that it might be worthwhile to furth
investigate~among other proposals based on, e.g., the e
tron spin22,23! such charge-based qubits that have be
proven to be accessible to transport spectroscopy.

e

FIG. 4. ContrastC as a function of the ground-state relaxatio
rate ~left! and time delayDt ~right! of the probe pulses. In the lef
plot squares correspond toDt5500/G0. In the right plot squares
correspond tog/G051023, circles to 531023, and triangles to
1022. Parameters for the probe pulses are the same as for Fig
l
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